SYR HOSTS AIR SERVICE FROM THE FOLLOWING AIRLINES

TERMINAL A

TERMINAL B

FRONTIER AIRLINES

DELTA AIRLINES

ALLEGIAN AIRLINES

JET BLUE AIRLINES

AMERICAN AIRLINES

UNITED AIRLINES
Location is Key

Available Locations

First Floor

- BACKLIT TENSION FABRIC
- TENSION FABRIC NO BACKLIGHTING
- DIGITAL
- EXHIBIT SPACE (Vehicle & Floor)
- RESERVATION BOARD
- WRAPS (Wall & Column)
- VINYL CLINGS (Surface, Windows & Floors)
- LUGGAGE CARTS
- GSA GENERAL SEATING AREA
- FIDS BOARDS
STAR: Available Locations

LOCATION IS KEY

SECOND FLOOR

TERMINAL B

TERMINAL A

BACKLIT TENSION FABRIC
TENSION FABRIC WITH BACKLIGHTING
DIGITAL
EXHIBIT SPACE (Vehicle & Floor)
RESERVATION BOARD
WRAPS (Wall & Column)
VINYL CLINGS (Surface, Windows & Floors)
LUGGAGE CARTS
GSA GENERAL SEATING AREA
FIDS BOARDS
Wall Wrap
Center Terminal
Post Security

MONTHLY RATES: $300.00

EST. ONE TIME PRODUCTION: AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

DIMENSIONS: 515.5” (W) X 71.75” (H)

Located: Center Terminal
Located in Terminal B across from departure gates 23, 24, & 25

**Wall Wrap Terminal B**  
**Laptop Station**

**Monthly Rates:**  
$400.00

**Est. One Time Production:**  
Available upon request

**Dimensions:**  
223.75” (W) x 19.75” (H)
Wall Wrap Terminal B
Next to gate 20

M O N T H L Y  R A T E S : $400.00


D I M E N S I O N S : 132” (W) x 96.5” (H)

Located in Terminal B next to gate 20
Wall Wrap Terminal B
Hallway to Departures

MONTHLY RATES: $400.00

EST. ONE TIME PRODUCTION: AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

DIMENSIONS: TBD
Wall Wrap
Terminal B
Exit Portals

MONTHLY RATES: $400.00

EST. ONE TIME PRODUCTION: AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

DIMENSIONS: 132.5” (W) x 101.25” (H)

Located in Terminal B
Wall Wrap Terminal B
Bridge to Parking Garage

MONTHLY RATES:
$300.00

EST. ONE TIME PRODUCTION:
AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

DIMENSIONS: 374” (W)
X 116” (H)

Located in Terminal B, passenger bridge to parking garage
Wall Wrap Terminal A Beam Over Escalator

MONTHLY RATES: $450.00

EST. ONE TIME PRODUCTION: AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

DIMENSIONS: 243” (W) X 35”(H)

Located in Terminal A arrivals.
Wall Wrap Terminal A Across from Baggage Claim

**MONTHLY RATES:** $425.00

**EST. ONE TIME PRODUCTION:** AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

**DIMENSIONS:** 228” (W) X 137.5”(H)

Located in Terminal B across from the baggage claim.
Wall Wrap Terminal A
Post Security

MONTHLY RATES: $400.00

EST. ONE TIME PRODUCTION: AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

DIMENSIONS: 219” (W) X 99.5” (H)

Located in Terminal A.
Wall Wrap Terminal A
Laptop Station

MONTHLY RATES:
$600.00

EST. ONE TIME PRODUCTION:
AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

DIMENSIONS:
ABOVE COUNTER
253” (W) X 91.5“(H)
BELOW COUNTER
120” (W) X 39.5“(H)

Located in Terminal A departures
Wall Wrap
Terminal A
Next to Gate 21

MONTHLY RATES: $375.00

EST. ONE TIME PRODUCTION: AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

DIMENSIONS: 155” (W) X 67.5” (H)

Located in Terminal A.
Wall Wrap
Terminal A
2nd Floor Arrivals

MONTHLY RATES: $650.00

EST. ONE TIME PRODUCTION: AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

DIMENSIONS: 236.5” (W) x 87.5” (H)

Located in Terminal A